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Flash Remoting MX is one of the most exciting new technologies available for Macromedia Flash MX, and everything you need to know to use its dynamic capabilities is in this comprehensive reference guide. Flash and ActionScript expert Joey Lott gives you a thorough understanding of how Flash Remoting MX opens up new possibilities for building fresh, vibrant, data-driven Web sites. Using plenty of examples, he takes you step by step through Web services applications, illustrating how Flash Remoting MX works with ColdFusion, J2EE, and .NET, and how you can apply this technology in e-commerce sites, messageboards, e-mail clients, and more.

You’ll learn how to:

	Apply ActionScript fundamentals and create server-side ActionScript
	Interact with ColdFusion pages and components
	Use RecordSets and work with ColdFusion and RecordSet objects
	Access servlets and JSPs, interact with Java classes and JavaBeans, and call Enterprise JavaBeans from Flash MX
	Consume ColdFusion and .NET Web services with Flash MX
	Understand Flash Remoting MX with J2EE and .NET, and interact with ASP.NET pages
	Work with JMX and use ASTranslator
	Create rich, dynamic Web applications using Flash MX


 About the Author 

Joey Lott is a consultant, ActionScript instructor, and expert Flash developer whose client list includes such giants as Warner Bros., Sony, and Disney. An authority on ColdFusion, Java, and ASP development, he has taught for Lynda.com, DigitalSunrise, DHIMA, and Hollywood’s Movieola Education. He is also the coauthor of Macromedia Flash MX ActionScript Bible.
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Conservation of Leather and Related Materials (Conservation and Museology)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2005
An essential addition to the collection of anyone working with leather or associated materials     

       The conservation of skin, leather and related materials is an area that, until now, has had little representation by the written word in book form. Marion Kite and Roy Thomson, of the Leather Conservation Centre, have prepared a...
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A Dictionary of Computer Science (Oxford Quick Reference)Oxford University Press, 2016

	Previously named A Dictionary of Computing, this bestselling dictionary has been renamed A Dictionary of Computer Science, and fully revised by a team of computer specialists, making it the most up-to-date and authoritative guide to computing available. Containing over 6,500 entries and with expanded coverage of multimedia,...
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The Wiley Handbook of Global Educational Reform (Wiley Handbooks in Education)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		The Wiley Handbook of Global Educational Reform examines educational reform from a global perspective. Comprised of approximately 25 original and specially commissioned essays, which together interrogate educational reform from a critical global and transnational perspective, this volume explores a range of topics and themes...
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Murach's SQL Server 2012 for Developers (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2012

	Every application developer who uses SQL Server 2012 should own this book. To start, it presents the essential SQL statements for retrieving and updating the data in a database. You have to master these to work effectively with database data in your applications. Then, it shows you how to design and create a database, because application...
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The New School of Information SecurityAddison Wesley, 2008
“It is about time that a book like The New School came along. The age of security as pure technology is long past, and modern practitioners need to understand the social and cognitive aspects of security if they are to be successful. Shostack and Stewart teach readers exactly what they need to know--I just wish I could...
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College Algebra in Context (4th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012


	College Algebra in Context is designed for a course in algebra that is based on data

	analysis, modeling, and real-life applications from the management, life, and social

	sciences. The...
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